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Equational theorems that are valid in a given parameterized data type can be 
derived in the inductive theory of the corresponding specification. Certain syntac- 
tical requirements to the specification guarantee that its equational theory agrees 
with the set of those equations which are satistied by all “consistent” models of the 
specification. kc” 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Starting from a many-sorted signature SIG = (S, OP) with sorts S and 
operation symbols OP an algebraic specification in the sense of Goguen 
et al. (1978) is given by a triple SPEC = (S, OP, E), where E is a set of 
equations between OP-terms. The models of SPEC are all SPEC-algebras; 
i.e., all algebras with signature SIG which satisfy E. Initial SPEC-algebras 
play a dominant role: They realize the specification in a certain minimal 
way, usually expressed by the principles “no junk” and “no confusion.” 
“No junk” means that each element a of an initial algebra A is “term- 
generated”; i.e., a is the interpretation in A of some variable-free term built 
up from operation symbols of SPEC. “No confusion” means that two such 
terms t and t’ have the same interpretation in A on1.v ifthe equation t = t’ is 
derivable from the equations of SPEC. (The formal exposition can be 
found in Goguen et al., 1978; Ehrig and Mahr, 1985; Goguen and 
Meseguer, 1985; Klaeren et al., 1983). 
From the model-theoretic point of view a SPEC-algebra A is initial if 
and only if A is term-generated and equations are valid in A only if 
they hold in all term-generated SPEC-algebras. Originally, initiality was 
formulated as a “universal” property in category theory: An object I in a 
category K (here, the category of all SPEC-algebras) is called initial in K if 
for every object A of K there is a unique morphism (here, homomorphism) 
from Z to A (cf. Arbib and Manes, 1979). 
Initial SPEC-algebras are isomorphic. Thus they have the same 
equational theory that consists of all equations, all ground term sub- 
stitutions of which are derivable from E. Since the existence of such 
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derivations is usually shown by induction, the equational theory of initial 
SPEC-algebras is called the inductiue theory of SPEC. In general, inductive 
theories are not recursively enumerable and therefore the set of equations 
derivable by congruence and (fixed) induction rules is properly contained in 
the inductive theory of SPEC (cf. Nourani, 1981). The issue of this paper is 
to lift the connection between initiality and induction onto the level of 
parameterized specifications as they were studied by Thatcher et al., 1982; 
Ehrig et al., 1982; Ehrich, 1982; Lipeck, 1982; Ganzinger, 1983; Ehrig and 
Mahr, 1985; Padawitz, 1984, 1985, 1986. 
A parameterized specification PAR is a pair of two specifications PSPEC 
and SPEC where the parameter PSPEC is part of the target SPEC. The 
role of initial algebras is taken over by a class of target algebras each of 
which is “freely generated” over a parameter algebra. These target algebras 
are called PAR-algebras. The corresponding class is denoted by Alg(PAR). 
Thus initiality is generated in a straightforward way, and inductive proof 
methods can be carried over from the non-parameterized to the 
parameterized case. Vice versa, PAR-algebras with empty parameter are 
initial SPEC-algebras. 
If SPEC has sorts S, operation symbols OP, and equations E, we add an 
infinite set PX of parameter constants to OP and immediately obtain 
the following completeness result (Theorem 1.10): The equational theory 
of Alg(PAR) agrees with the inductive theory of SPEC(PX) = 
(S, OP u PX, E). In data type theory we are mostly concerned with a 
proper subclass of Alg(PAR) that evolves from parameter constraints 
which are not specifiable equationally. One of the most interesting con- 
straints refers to the interpretation of a Boolean signature: PAR-algebras 
are restricted to those where the Boolean carrier is isomorphic to the two- 
valued model of propositional logic. In Section 2 we introduce “consistent” 
algebras which have two-element Boolean carriers and interpret (the 
characteristic functions of) equality predicates as identity relations. Under 
certain assumptions on the set E of equations the theory of consistent 
SPEC(PX)-algebras does not exceed the inductive theory of PAR. The 
assumptions are the following: 
(1) E includes an axiomatization BOOL of Boolean algebra. 
(2) (The characteristic functions of) equality predicates are specified 
as an S-sorted congruence relation. 
(3) Operations with Boolean range and at least one Boolean 
argument are already in BOOL. 
(4) Operations with non-Boolean range and at least one Boolean 
argument are “commutable” with other operations (“fork-compatibility”). 
The first two syntactical conditions make up the general assumption in 
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Section 1. Along with this requirement to E we add a rule to the equational 
calculus that allows us to replace an equation eq(t, t’) = true by t = t’ (cf. 
Definition 1.3). Conditions (3) and (4) are treated in Section 2. 
In the preceding version of this paper (Padawitz, 1984) we started from 
consistent parameter algebras and presented criteria for maintaining 
consistency under parameterization. Although this concept provides a com- 
pleteness theorem for the class of consistent PAR-algebras, it is limited to 
parameter-sorted equations and thus we omitted it here. 
1. THE INDUCTIVE THEORY OF PARAMETERIZED SPECIFICATIONS 
A little familiarity with the syntax and semantics of equational 
specifications is assumed. So we recall only the basic notions and provide 
some additional notation. 
A signature SIG = (S, OP) consists of a set S of sorts and a family 
OP = { OP,,,, 1 w  E S*, s E S} of sets of operation symbols. w and s are the 
arity, resp. sort, of o E OP,.,. If w  is empty, then (T is called a constant. 
For S-sorted sets A and sl, . . . . sn E S, A,s, ,,..,.s n stands for A,Y, x ... x A,,. A 
SIG-algebra A consists of an S-sorted set-called the carrier of A and also 
denoted by A-and for all w  E S*, SE S, and (T E OP,,.,s, a function 
cr4:A,,,+A, (or an element &‘EA~ if u’is empty). Let X=(X,sIs~S} be 
an infinite S-sorted set of variables. T(SZG) denotes the algebra of SZG- 
terms ouer X. For all t E Z’(SIG), op( t) and vu(t) stand for the sets of 
operation symbols, resp. variables, of t. G7JSZG) denotes the algebra of 
ground or closed terms over SIG (terms without variables). 
A SIG-equation (1, r) is a pair of SIG-terms with the same sort. We 
write 1~ r instead of (1, r ). Let A be a SIG-algebra. AX denotes the set of 
S-sorted functions f = {k : X,Y + A ,~ ( s E S}. Function application brackets 
are omitted when they are clear from the context. The homomorphic exten- 
sion of f to T(SIG) is also written f: Note that for all tEGT(SIG) and 
.L geAX we have ft = gt and thus write tA instead of ft. A is term- 
generated if for all u E AX some t E GT(SIG) satisfies tA = a. 
A satisfies a SIG-equation I-r, written A t= I = r, if for all f l AX, 
$J= fr. This definition extends to classes of algebras and sets of equations 
as usual. 
Let SIG = (S, OP) be a signature and E be a set of SIG-equations. 
Then SPEC is called a specljkation. = SPEC denotes the least congruence 
relation on T(SIG) that contains E and is closed under the following 
substitution rule: 
For all f e T(SIG)X, t = SPEC t’ implies ft E SPEC ft’. 
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The set of SIG-equations 1~ r with fl= SPEC fr for all f e GT(SIG)X is 
called the inductive theory of SPEC and is denoted by ZTh(SPEC). 
A SIG-algebra A is a SPEC-algebra (A E AZg(SPEC)) if A satisfies E. 
Gen(SPEC) stands for the class of all term-generated SPEC-algebras. 
The quotient algebras 
Z(SPEC) = GT( SIG)/ = SPEC and F(SPEC) = T( SIG)/ = SPEC 
are called the initial, resp. free, SPEC-algebras. Here the restriction of 
= SPEC to ground terms is also denoted by =SPEC. (In category- 
theoretic terms, the pair (F(SPEC), ye : X+ F(SPEC)), where v] assigns to 
x E X the -SPEC-congruence class that contains x, is free over the 
S-sorted set X; i.e., for all SPEC-algebras A and f E AX there is a unique 
SIG-homomorphism f * : F(SPEC) + A with f * 0 q = f 1 (SPEC) is an 
initial object in ‘Alg(SPEC); i.e., (I(SPEC), rl: fa + I(SPEC)) is free over 
the empty set.) 
The following theorem is folklore in data type theory (cf. Ehrig and 
Mahr, 1985; Goguen and Meseguer, 1985). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a specification, SIG = 
(S, OP) and 1~ r be a SIG-equation. 
(1) Alg(SPEC) + 1-r iffF(SPEC) k 1-r iff 1zSPEC r. 
(2) Gen(SPEC) k Z=r iff I(SPEC) + f=r iff(Irr)EITh(SPEC). 
(3) For all A E Alg(SPEC) there is a unique SIG-homomorphism from 
I(SPEC) to A. 
A parameterized spe@cation is a pair of two specifications PSPEC and 
SPEC such that PSPEC is componentwise included in SPEC. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Let BOOL be a specification of Boolean algebras; i.e., 
BOOL consists of a sort bool, constants true and false, operation symbols 
for logical connectives, and a complete set of Boolean algebra axioms. We 
give a parameterized specification of (DATA, SET) of finite sets over 
DATA-algebras. e E OP., is now written as cr : w  -+ s. x, y, z, b, s, s’, s” are 
variables. The parameter specification DATA is 
DATA = BOOL + 
sorts: entry 
opns: eq: entry, entry + boo1 
eqns: eq(x, x) = true 
eq(x, Y I= es( Y, xl 
(eq(x, y) A My, z)) = eqb, z) - true 
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and the target specification reads as 
SET = DATA + 
sorts: set 
opns: 0: + set 
ins: set, entry + set 
if: bool, set, set -+ set 
has: set, entry -+ boo1 
del: set, entry -+ set 
eqs: set, set -+ boo1 
eqns: ins(ins(s, x), x) = ins(s, x) 
ins(ins(s, x), y) = ins(ins(s, y), x) 
ins(if(b, s, s’), x) = if(b, ins@, x), ins(s’, x)) 
if(true, s, s’) = s 
if(false, s, s’) = s’ 
has( 0, x) = false 
has(ins(s, x), y) = eq(x, y) v has(s, y) 
has(if(b, s, s’), x) = (h * has(s, x)) A (lb * has(s’, x)) 
del( 0, x) = Qr 
del(ins(s, x), JJ) z if(eq(x, y), del(s, y), ins(del(s, y), x)) 
del(if(h, s, s’), x) = if(b, del(s, x), del(s’, x)) 
eqs(s, s) = true 
eqsfs, s’) = eqs(s’, s) 
(eqs(s, s’) A eqs(s’, s”)) * eqs(s, .s”) = true 
(eqs(s, s’) A eq(x, y)) * eqs(ins(s, x), ins(s’, y)) = true 
(eqs(s, s’) A eq(x, y) A has(s, x)) * has(s’, y) 3 true 
(eqs(s, s’) A eq(x, y)) *eqs(del(s, x), del(s’, y)) = true 
eqs(if(b, s, s’), 3”) = (h * eqs(s, s”)) A (lb * eqs(s’, s”)) 
eqs(ins(s, x), s’) = has(s’, x) A eqs(del(s, x), del(s’, x)) 
tell 
(e2) 
(e3) 
(e4) 
(e5) 
(e6) 
(e7) 
(e8) 
(e9) 
(e10) 
Cell ) 
(e12) 
(e13) 
WV 
(e15) 
(elf4 
(e17) 
WV 
(e19) 
“ins” inserts an element into a set, “has” asks for the containment of an 
element in a set; “del” (delete) removes an element from a set. In initial 
semantics, (e4) and (e5) would specify “if” completely. But here the initial 
SET-algebra I(SET) is useless because I(SET),,,,, is empty. We are not 
interested in I(SET) but in the class of (DATA, SET)-algebras (see 
below). Equations (e3), (e8), (ell), and (e18) guarantee that SET-algebras 
are “fork-compatible” (cf. Definition 2.2 below). 
A further particularity of SET is the involvement of equality predicates 
eq and eqs for the sorts entry, resp. set, and corresponding congruence 
axioms, e.g., (e12)-(e17). This is our 
GENERAL ASSUMPTION. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a specification. 
BOOL (cf. Example 1.2) is a subspecification of SPEC and for all 
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s E S- { boo1 1, OPs,s,boo, contains an operation symbol eq, called the equality 
predicate for s. Moreover, for all sl, . . . . sn, s E S-{ bool}, 0 E OP,, ,_, sn s, 3 3 . 
ZEOP sl, _.., sn. booI) and some variables x, Y, z, xi, . . . . x,, y,, . . . . y, the 
following equations called equality axioms are in E: 
eqJx, x) = true 
eq,(x, Y I= eq,( .h 4 
(eq,(x, Y 1 * eq,( x z)) = eqAx, 2) = true 
(eqsl(xl, ul) A ... A eqsn(xn, Y,)) *eq,(+, , . . . . x,), 4 Y,, . . . . Y,)) = true 
(ec.,b,, ul) * ... A eqsn(xnr y,) * $x1, . . . . x,)) * dy,, . . . . y,) = true. 
Equality predicates affect semantics and proof theory as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a specification and 
SIG = (S, OP). A SIG-algebra A is equality-compatible if for all 
sES-{bool} and a, beA,7, 
a=b if eqi(a, b) = trueA. 
z SPEC stands for the least congruence relation on T(SIG) that 
contains E and is closed under the following rules: 
(1) For all fe T(SIG)X, t z SPEC t’ implies ft z SPEC ft’. 
(2) For all s E S-{ bool}, eq,(t, t’) z SPEC true implies t z SPEC, t’. 
EAfg(SPEC) denotes the class of equality-compatible SPEC-algebras. 
EGen(SPEC) stands for the class of equality-compatible and term- 
generated SPEC-algebras. 
EF( SPEC) = T( SIG)/ z SPEC, resp. EZ( SPEC) = GT( SIG )/ z SPEC, 
denote the free, resp. initial equality-compatible, SPEC-algebra. (Here the 
restriction of z.SPEC to ground terms is also denoted by zSPEC.) The 
equality-compatible inductive theory, EZTh(SPEC), is the set of SIG- 
equations t = t’ such that for all f~ GT(SIG)*, ft 8 SPEC ft’. 
In other words, a SIG-algebra A is equality-compatible iff for all 
s E S- (boo1 >, A satisfies the conditional equation 
eqs(x, y) = true *x = y. 
Hence Theorem 1.1 is carried over to equality-compatible algebras and 
their congruence relation z SPEC: 
THEOREM 1.4. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a specification, SIG = 
(S, OP), and 1~ r be a SIG-equation. 
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(1) EAlg(SPEC) k f-r iffEF(SPEC) k lsr iffI%SPECr. 
(2) EGen(SPEC) t= l=r ifs EI(SPEC) k lsr iff (Irr)E 
EITh( SPEC). 
(3) For all A E EAlg(SPEC) there is a unique SIG-homomorphism 
from EI(SPEC) to A. 
Let PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) be a parameterized specification such that 
SPEC satisfies our general assumption. We denote the forgetful functor 
from EAlg(SPEC) to EAlg(PSPEC) by EUPAR and the free functor from 
EAlg(PSPEC) to EAlg(SPEC) by EFPAR. (For “non-categorists,” if K and 
K’ are two categories, a functor U: K + K’ maps objects of K to objects of 
K’ and morphisms of K to morphisms of K’ such that for all morphisms 
f: A -+ B and g: B -+ C in K, U( g of) = U( g) 0 U(f). If for each object A in 
K’ there is a free object (FA, qA : A + U(B)) with FA E K (see above), then 
the assignment of FA to A can be extended to a functor F: K’ -+ K called 
the free functor. U is the corresponding forgetful functor. For details see 
Arbib and Manes (1979). 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) be a parameterized 
specification and A E EAlg( PSPEC). Each equality-compatible SPEC- 
algebra that is isomorphic to EFPAR(A) is called a PAR-algebra. The data 
type specified by PAR is the class of all PAR-algebras denoted by 
AZg( PAR). 
EXAMPLE 1.6 (cf. Example 1.2). Let A be a DATA-algebra such that 
A bool consists of two distinct elements trueA and falseA, and eqA is the iden- 
tity on Aentry. Define an equality-compatible SET-algebra B as follows: 
B.v=A, for s E { bool, entry}, 
B,,, = {M E A ,,try 1 M finite >, 
*B=o‘A for cr = eq and all operation symbols in BOOL, 
125B=@, 
insB(M, a) = M u {a}, 
hasB(M, a) = (a E M), 
delB(M, a)=M- {a}, 
eqsB(M,M’)=(M=M’), 
ifB(trueA, M, M’) = M, 
ifB(falseA, M, M’) = M’. 
We claim that B is a (DATA, SET)-algebra, more precisely: B and 
EF<DAT.A.SET)(A) are isomorphic. It is sufficient to show that (B, idA) is a 
free object over A with respect to EU<DATA,SET> ; i.e., for all CE EAlg(SET) 
and DATA-homomorphisms h: A + EU(DATA,SETj(C) there is a unique 
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SET-homomorphism h*: B + C with EU<bATA,sET)(h*) = h. The proof is 
straightforward (cf. Thatcher et al., Sec. 5, 1982). 
DEFINITION 1.7. Let PSPEC = (PS, POP, PE), SPEC = (S, OP, E), 
PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) be a parameterized specification and PC be an 
additional PS-sorted set of constants such that there is a bijection from PC 
to the set PX of PS-sorted variables of X. Then the inductive theory of 
PAR, ZTh(PAR), is given by the restriction of the equality-compatible 
inductive theory of 
SPEC(PC) = (S, OP u PC, E) 
to SIG-terms. 
We now investigate the relationship between ITh(PAR) and equations 
satisfied by all PAR-algebras. Is ITh(PAR) complete with respect to this 
class? The following “initial representation” of PAR-algebras is useful to 
answer this question. 
THEOREM 1.8. Let PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) be a parameterized specifi- 
cation and A be an equality-compatible PSPEC-algebra such that for all 
parameter sorts s, OP, and A, are disjoint. Let SIG(A) = (S, OP u A). The 
diagram of A, A(A), consists of all equations o(a) = a”(a) with o E POP and 
a E Aarity(o). Note that both sides of such an equation are terms over the 
signature SIG(A). On the lefthand side, “a” is used as a list of constants, 
while on the righthand side, “a” is a value and the value o”(a) of aA at a is 
again treated as a constant. Hence the diagram of A represents the inter- 
pretation of POP in A as a-possibly infinite-set of equations. Now let 
SPEC(A)= (S, OPuA, EuA(A)) 
and B=EF PAR(A). Clearly, B becomes a SIG(A)-algebra by defining 
aB = n”(a) for all a E A where n* is the “unit morphism” of the free object 
(B, n* : A + EU,,,( B) ) over A. Moreover, B is an equality-compatible 
initial SPEC(A)-algebra; i.e., EF,,,(A) and EI(SPEC(A)) are isomorphic 
as SPEC-algebras. 
Proof First we show that B satisfies A(A). Let 0 E POP, a E A.,ity(OJ, 
and f E BX. Then 
f(a(a)) = #(f(a)) = a”(a”) = a”(q”(a)) 
= rf(aA(a)) = (a”(a)p = f(aA(a)). 
Hence B satisfies a(a) = o”(a). Now let C be an equality-compatible 
SPEC(A)-algebra. We need a unique SIG(A)-homomorphism h: B + C. 
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Define g: A + EUPAR(C) by g(u) = & for all a E A. Since (B, qA ) is a free 
object over A, g uniquely extends to a SIG-homomorphism g*: B -+ C 
such that EUPAR( g*) 0 qA = g. Hence 
g*(P) = g*(r/“(a”)) = g(a”) = UC 
for all ac,4. Thus g* is a SIG(A)-homomorphism. Since every SIG(A)- 
homorphism from B to C extends g, g* is the only one. 1 
LEMMA 1.9. Let PSPEC = (PS, POP, PE), PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) 
be a parameterized specification and PC be a PS-sorted set of constants as in 
Definition 1.7. EF,,,( EF( PSPEC)) and the initial equality-compatible 
SPEC(C)-algebra EI(SPEC(PC)) are isomorphic as SPEC-algebras. 
Proof Let PARO=((PS,@,@),PSPEC), PARl=((PS,fa,@), 
SPEC), A = EF PAROW)~ and B= EFPARl (PC). It is well-known that A is 
isomorphic to the free equality-compatible PSPEC-algebra EF(PSPEC), 
while Theorem 1.8 implies that B and EI(SPEC(PC)) are isomorphic. Since 
EF PARI and EFPAROEFPARO are naturally isomorphic (cf. Mac Lane, Sec. 
IV.8, 1972), we conclude that EF,,,(EF(PSPEC)) and B are isomorphic. 
This gives the statement of the corollary. 1 
From 1.8 and 1.9 we derive the following completeness theorem for the 
class of all PAR-algebras. 
THEOREM 1.10. Let PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) be a parameterized 
specification and SIG be the signature of SPEC. For all SIG-equations I= r, 
Alg( PAR) /= 1~ r iff (1s r) E ITh(PAR). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.9, EI(SPEC(PC)) E Alg(PAR). Hence Alg( PAR) l= 
15 r implies (1~ r) E ITh(PAR). Vice versa, suppose that lr r is in the 
inductive theory of PAR, and let BcAlg(PAR). Then by Theorem 1.8, 
there is an equality-compatible PSPEC-algebra A such that EI(SPEC(A)) 
and B are isomorphic. To show that EI(SPEC(A)) and thus B satisfy I= r, 
let ~EGT(SIG(A))~. There are gEGT(SIG(PC))X and h: PC+A such 
that f = h o g. Since (1~ r) E ITh(PAR), we have gl z SPEC(PC) gr. Thus 
fl = hgl z SPEC( A )hgr = fr. 
Hence B satisfies 1~ r. 1 
EXAMPLE 1.11 (cf. Example 1.2). The equation 
has( ins(s, x), x) = true (e20) 
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can be derived from (e7) and eq(x, x) = true and therefore belongs to 
the inductive theory of (DATA, SET). Thus by Theorem 1.10, all 
(DATA, SET)-algebras satisfy (e20). 
In order to prove that an equation is in the inductive theory of PAR it is 
sufficient to induce on terms without parameter-sorted operation symbols: 
PROPOSITION 1.12. (I z r) E ITh(PAR) iff all f E T(SIG)X with 
var(f(X)) 5 PX, f(PX) = PX and, sort(op(f(x- PX))) C S- PS satisfy 
fl z SPEC fr. 
Proof: Let gEGT(SIG(PC))X. Then there are f~ T(SIG)X and 
h E GT( SIG( PC))” such that hof= g and f is as above. Hence 
j7 M SPEC fi implies gl x SPEC( PC) gr. 4 
EXAMPLE 1.13 (cf. Example 1.2). To show that the equation 
has(del(s, x), y) = leq(x, y) A has(s, y) W 1 
is in the inductive theory of (DATA, SET) we apply Proposition 1.12: It is 
suflicient to prove 
has(del(t, x), y) z SPEC(PX) leq(x, -Y) A has(t, y) 
for all t E GT(SIG(PX)) with op(t) G { 0, ins, if, de1 ). We conclude from 
Eqs. (e9)-(ell) of SET that for all t EGT(SIG(PX)) with delEop(t) there 
is t’ with t z SPEC(PX)t’ and de1 $ op(t’). Thus the following three cases 
are left where z means %SPEC(PX). 
Case 1. t = 0. Then 
has(del(t, x), y) z has(0, y) = false = leq(x, y) A false 
z leq(x, y) A has(t, y). 
Case 2. t = ins(u, z). Then 
has(del(t, x), y) 
E has(if(eq(z, x), del(u, x), ins(del(u, x), z)), y) 
= (leqk x) v has(deUu, x1, ~1) 
A (eq(z, x) v has(ins(del(u, x), z), y)) 
= (leq(z, x) v has(del(u, x), Y)) 
A (eq(z, x) v eq(z, Y) v has(del(u, xl, Y)) 
= (leq(z, x) A (eq(z, x) v eq(z, y))) v has(del(u, xl, Y) 
= (leq(z, x) A eqk y)) v has(deUu, x), Y) 
= (leq(z, x) A eqk v)) v (leqk Y) A hadu, Y)) 
(by induction hypothesis) 
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=(%I@, Y) A eq(z, ~1) v (leqk Y) A has(w ~1) 
-1eqk Y) * Mz, Y) v Wu, Y)) 
= leq(x, y) * has(t, Y). 
Case 3. t = if(z, U, u). Then 
has(Wt, xl, y) 
= has(if(z, del(u, x), del(u, x)), y) 
=(I: v has(del(u, x), y)) A (z v has(del(u, x), y)) 
=(lz v (leqb, Y) * has(u, ~1)) A (z v (leqk Y) A has(~, Y))) 
(by induction hypothesis) 
=leq(x, Y) * (1~ v has(u, v)) A (z v has(u, y)) 
= leq(x, y) A has(t, y). 
By Theorem 1.10, all (DATA, SET)-algebras satisfy (e21). 
2. CONSISTENT ALGEBRAS 
We are now concerned with the following subclasses of Alg(SPEC), resp. 
Gen(SPEC): 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let SPEC be a specification with signature SIG. An 
equality-compatible SIG-algebra is called consistent if Aboo, consists of two 
distinct elements trueA and falseA. The class of consistent, resp. consistent 
and term-generated, SPEC-algebras is denoted by CAlg(SPEC), resp. 
CGen( SPEC). 
In the sequel we develop the analogon of Theorem 1.4 (1) and (2) for 
consistent algebras. Completeness of x SPEC with respect to CAlg(SPEC) 
depends on the specification of if-thenelse operators, more generally, of 
“fork operators,” which have Boolean arguments, but a non-Boolean 
range: 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let sl, . . . . sn, SE S, and CJ E OP,,, __,. sn,s such that for 
some 1 < i 6 n, si = bool. If s = bool, then cr is logical. If s # bool, then 0 is 
called a fork operation. SPEC is fork-compatible if for all fork operations 7 
and terms 
where 0 is neither fork nor logical, there is t’ E T(SIG) such that 
t z SPECt’, var(t’) c {x, , . . . . x,, y, , . . . . yk} and for each subterm 0’~ of t’ 
with 0’ neither fork nor logical, u is a list of variables. 
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In SET (cf. Example 1.2) all logical operations are in BOOL and “if” is 
the only fork operation. Fork-compatibility of SET is guaranteed by 
equations (e3), (es), (ell), and (el8). 
The following lemma provides congruence relations on SPEC-algebras 
to transform these into consistent algebras. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that SPEC = (S, OP, E) is a fork-compatible 
specification with signature SIG, A being an equality-compatible SPEC- 
algebra and I= r being a SIG-equation such that all logical operations of 
SIG are in BOOL and A does not satisfy I= r. Then there is SIG-congruence 
relation - on A such that A/- is a consistent SPEC-algebra and does not 
satisfy 1~ r. 
Proof By assumption, there is fe AX with j7# fr. Hence 
eq:‘(X fr) # trueA because A is equality-compatible. Since Aboo, is a 
Boolean algebra, some prime ideal I of Aboo, contains eqS(j7, fr) (cf. Bell 
and Slomson, 3.4, 1971; Rasiowa and Sikorski, 1.8 and 11.5, 1968; Richter, 
1.5.11, 1978). An S-sorted equivalence relation - on A is inductively 
defined as follows: 
(1) NboOl={(a,b)EAb,,,Ia,bEIora,b~Z}, 
(2) for all s E S-{ bool} and a, b E A,, eq,A(a, b) - trueA implies a-b, 
(3) for all WE S+, s E S, fork operations 0 E OP.,, and a, b E A,,,, 
a-b implies o”(a) - aA( 
The congruence property of - is checked by induction on its definition: 
Let sl, . . . . sn, SE ST 0 E O%...,sn,s~ and for all 16 i<n, a,, bie Ari such that 
ai- bi. We must show 
(4) aA(a,, . . . . a,) - aA(b, ,..., b,). 
Case 1. cr is fork. Then (4) follows from (3). 
Case 2. 0 is logical. By assumption, e is in BOOL. Hence (4) follows 
from (1). 
Case 3. For all 1 < i < n, si # bool. 
Case 3.1. For all 1 < i < n, eq:(ai, bi) - trueA. Then (4) follows from (2) 
and the equality axioms. 
Case 3.2. There are a fork operation r, 1 Qj6n, and 
Cl, . . . . ck, 4, . . . . dk E A such that aj = rA(cl, . . . . ck), bj = rA(d,, . . . . dk), and for 
all 1 < i < m, ci - di. Since SPEC is fork-compatible, there is t E T(SIG) 
such that 
4x,, . . . . xj-I, z( YI 3 ...T yk), Xj+ I 7 ...y Xn) W SPECt, 
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var( t) E (x,, . . . . xj- , , xj+ , , . . . . xnr y,, . . . . yk}, and for each subterm 0’~ of t 
with g’ neither fork nor logical, u is a list of variables. Let f, g E AX satisfy 
f (Xi) = ai and dxz) = bi for all 1 <i<j and j<i<n 
and 
fo)ilzCi and g( Yi) = 4 for all 1 < i < k. 
By induction hypothesis, for each subterm d’u of t with (T’ neither fork nor 
logical, I’m - a’A( gu). Hence Cases 1 and 2 imply 
aA . ..) a,)=ft-ggt=d(b,,...,b,). 
Thus - is a SIG-congruence relation on A. Let B = A/-. From (1) we 
conclude that Bboo, consists of two distinct elements trueB and falseB. By 
(2), B is equality-compatible. Hence B is consistent. B is a SPEC-algebra 
because A satisfies E and - is SIG-congruent. Finally, eq,“(jI, fi) E I 
implies eq,A(jI, fi) + trueA and thus fl + fr because JI-fi would imply 
q?.fL fi) - eq,“(fi, fr) = trueA. 
Therefore B does not satisfy I- r. 1 
Fork-compatibility implies that the classes of equality-compatible and 
consistent SPEC-algebras have the same equational theory: 
THEOREM 2.4. Let SPEC = (S, OP, E) be a fork-compatible spec$- 
cation with signature SIG such that all logical operations of SIG are in 
BOOL. For all SIG-equations I = r, 
(1) CAlg(SPEC) k lzr iff EF(SPEC) + l=r iff IzSPECr. 
(2) CGen(SPEC) k l= r iff EI(SPEC) /= l=r iff (l-r)E 
EITh( SPEC). 
Proof. (1) Let 1% SPECr. Since CAlg(SPEC) is a subclass of 
EAlg(SPEC), CAlg(SPEC) k I = r follows from Theorem 1.4 (1). Vice 
versa, suppose that 1 z SPECr does not hold. Then by Theorem 1.4 (1 ), 
EF(SPEC) does not satisfy I = r. Therefore Lemma 2.3 provides some 
consistent quotient of EF(SPEC) which does not satisfy 1~ r. 
(2) is proved like (1): Replace CAlg(SPEC), EF(SPEC), and z SPEC 
by CGen(SPEC), EI(SPEC), and EITh(SPEC), respectively, and note that 
quotients of EI(SPEC) are term-generated. [ 
From Theorems 1.10 and 2.4 (2) we infer that Alg(PAR) and 
CGen(SPEC(PC)) have the same equational theory provided that SPEC is 
fork-compatible: 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let PSPEC = (PS, POP, PE), SPEC = (S, OP, E), 
PAR = (PSPEC, SPEC) be a parameterized specification and PC be an 
infinite PS-sorted set of additional constants such that SPEC is fork-com- 
patible and all logical operations of SIG = (S, OP) are in BOOL. Then for 
all SIG-equations 1~ r, Alg(PAR) k l=r i f f  (l=r)EITh(PAR) iff 
CGen(SPEC(PC)) k I= r. 1 
EXAMPLE 2.6 (cf. Example 2.2). To show that the equation 
del(del(s, x), y) = del(del(s, y), x) W2) 
is in the inductive theory of (DATA, SET) we apply Proposition 1.12: It is 
sufficient to prove 
del(del( t, x), y) z SPEC( PX) del(del( t, y), x) 
for all t EGT(SIG(PX)) with op(t) s {a, ins, if, del}. We conclude from 
equations (e9)-(ell) of SET that for all t EGT(SIG(PX)) with delE op(t) 
there is t’ with t z SPEC(PX)t’ and de1 $ op(t’). Thus the following three 
cases are left where = means =SPEC(PX). 
Case 1. t = 0. Then 
del(del( t, x), y) - del(@, y ) = Qr = del( 0, x) f del(del( t, y ), x). 
Case 2. t = ins(u, z). Then 
deNdeNt, x), Y) 
= del(if(eq(z, x), del(u, ?c), ins(del(u, x), z)), y) 
= if(eq(z, x), del(del(u, x), y), del(ins(del(u, x), z), y)) 
= if(eq(z, x), del(del(u, x), y), 
if(eq(z, y), del(del(u, xl, y), ins(del(deUu, xh VI, ~1)) 
= if(eq(z, x), del(del(u, y), x), 
if(eq(z, y), del(del(u, Y), x), ins(del(deUu, Y), x), z))) 
(by’induction hypothesis) 
= if(eq(z, x), tl, if(eq(z, y), tl, t2)) = t3, (1) 
where tl = del(del(u, y), x) and t2 = ins(del(del(u, y), x), z). On the other 
hand, 
del(del(t, Y), x) 
= del(if(eq(z, y), del(u, y), ins(del(u, y), z)), x) 
z if(eq(z, y), del(del(u, y), x), del(ins(del(u, y), z), x)) 
= if(eq(z, Y 1, WdeUu, Y 1, xl, 
if(eq(z, xl, deUdel(u, Y), x), ins(del(del(u, Y), xl, ~1)) 
= if(eq(z, y), tl, if(eq(z, x), tl, t2)) = t4. (2) 
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Furthermore, 
eqs( t3, t4) 
= (eq(z, x) *eqs(tl, if(eq(z, y) tl, if(eq(z, x), tl, t2)))) 
* (lesk x)*eqsOf(eq(z, ~1, tl, Q), if(fW, yh rl, if(eq(z, x1, tl, f2)))) 
= (eq(z, x) = ((eq(z, Y) = eqs(lL tl) 
A W-h ~)*eqs(fL if(eq(z,.x), fl, 12)))) 
A (leq(z, x)*((eq(z, Y) +eqs(tl, if(eq(z, y), tl, if(eq(z, x), 11, t2)))) 
* (leqk y)*eqs(Q, if(W, y) tl, if(eq(z, x), fl, Q))))) 
= (eq(z, x)* (leqk y)=-eqs(tL if(eqk x), tl, t2)))) 
* (leq(z, -~)*((eq(z, ~)=((eq(z, y)*eqs(tl, tl)) 
A Wh y)=-eqs(tl, if(eq(z, x1, tl, Q)))) 
A (leq(z, Y)* ((es(z, y)=>eqs(G tl)) 
* (leq(z, ~1) aeqs(ll, if(eq(z, x), tl, Q)))))) 
= (eq(z, x)*(leq(=, y)*eqs(fL if(W, x1, tl, Q)))) 
A (lW, ,u)* (leqk .v)*eqs(Q, if(eq(z,x), tl, t2)))) 
= (eqk x)*(leqk y)*((eq(z, -x)*eqs(tl, 11)) 
* W-i(z, x)*eqs(k Q)))) 
A (lesk x)=> (leqk ~)*((eqk x)*eqs(Q, rl)) 
A (leqtz, -~)*eqs(Q, Q))))) 
= true. 
From (1) (2) and eqs( t3, t4) = true we deduce 
eqs(del(del( t, x), y), del(del( t, y), x)) = true 
and thus 
del(del( t, x), y) = del(del( t, y), x). 
Case 3. t = if(z, U, u). Then 
del(del(t, x), y) = del(if(z, del(u, x), del(v, x)), .y) 
= if(z, del(del(u, x), y), del(del(u, x), y)) 
= if(z, del(del(u, y), x), del(del(u, y), x)) 
(by induction hypothesis) 
= del(if(z, del(u, v), del(v, u)), x) 
= del(del(t, y), x). 
Hence by Theorem 2.5, all (DATA, SET)-algebras satisfy (e22). 
Moreover, each equation 1~ r satisfied by all consistent and term-generated 
SET(PX)-algebras belongs to the inductive theory of (DATA, SET); i.e., 
I = r is provable in the same way as (e22). 
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CONCLUSION 
We have developed a completeness theorem for the equational theory 
of parameterized data types (1.10). Given a parameterized specification 
PAR, Theorem 1.10 refers to all PAR-algebras and says that their 
equational theory is just the inductive theory of the target specification 
equipped with parameter variables. In Section 2 we dealt with consistent 
algebras where BOOL is interpreted as in propositional logic and the 
characteristic functions of equality predicates represent identity relations. If 
a specification SPEC is fork-compatible, then the equational theory of con- 
sistent SPEC-algebras agrees with the equational theory of all SPEC- 
algebras (2.4). The question arises whether this result still holds true for 
Horn clause logic. The answer is “yes,” although additional axioms are 
needed to transform implications into equations and vice versa (cf. 
Padawitz, 1987). To go beyond Horn clause logic in data type theory 
seems to be unreasonable because a richer specification language does not 
admit initial semantics (cf. Mahr and Makowsky, 1984). 
Theorem 2.5 applies Theorem 2.4 to parameterized specifications PAR 
and can be interpreted as follows: The equational theory of consistent and 
term-generated target algebras equipped with parameter variables does not 
exceed the equational theory of PAR-algebras. Maybe, the intersection of 
both model classes, namely consistent PAR-algebras, has a greater theory. 
This question is open. Under additional assumptions we obtained a com- 
pleteness theorem for consistent PAR-algebras (cf. Padawitz, 1984). But 
that result only applied to parameter-sorted equations. So its use is strongly 
limited and we decided not to include it here. 
A last remark concerns fork-compatibility: As our Example 1.2 
illustrates, it is a weak requirement. Nevertheless it focuses on the point 
where logic on the term level (BOOL) extends logic on the clause level 
(equations or Horn clauses). Fork operations break the classical hierarchy 
of logic: They map Booleans to non-Booleans and thus allow us to specify 
non-Booleans under positive as well as negative conditions. It is not the 
issue of Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 to reduce clausal reasoning to equational 
reasoning-as, e.g., Paul, 1985, did in his Theorem 2. Instead we aimed at 
sufficient conditions under which logic on the term level and logic on the 
clause level can be mixed up in a consistent way. The question whether 
these conditions are necessary is still open. 
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